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Numerical Geometry, Grid Generation and Scientific Computing
2019-10-10

the focus of these conference proceedings is on research development and applications in the fields of numerical geometry scientific computing and numerical
simulation particularly in mesh generation and related problems in addition this year s special focus is on voronoi diagrams and their applications celebrating the
150th birthday of g f voronoi in terms of content the book strikes a balance between engineering algorithms and mathematical foundations it presents an overview
of recent advances in numerical geometry grid generation and adaptation in terms of mathematical foundations algorithm and software development and
applications the specific topics covered include quasi conformal and quasi isometric mappings hyperelastic deformations multidimensional generalisations of the
equidistribution principle discrete differential geometry spatial and metric encodings voronoi delaunay theory for tilings and partitions duality in mathematical
programming and numerical geometry mesh based optimisation and optimal control methods further aspects examined include iterative solvers for variational
problems and algorithm and software development the applications of the methods discussed are multidisciplinary and include problems from mathematics physics
biology chemistry material science and engineering

Automatic, Unstructured Mesh Generation for 2D Shelf- Based Tidal Models
2006

numeric models use a collection of triangular facets called elements connected over a domain in what is referred to as a mesh or unstructured grid as the
computational basis for calculations the density of elements in a mesh affects the numeric stability of a model when performing computations furthermore these
meshes can be difficult and time consuming to create this thesis describes an automated process of creating meshes which utilizes local truncation analysis to
generate a spatially varied size function an advancing frontal mesh generation algorithm uses this function to optimize node placement and density further analysis
to better understand appropriate applications of this technique is also presented the toolbox was able to create efficient meshes with relatively little user input the
final mesh spacing honored the guidelines from the truncation error analysis and resulted in appropriate mesh density it was also shown that the process could be
applied to several shelf based meshes

Finite Element Mesh Generation
2015-01-15

highlights the progression of meshing technologies and their applications finite element mesh generation provides a concise and comprehensive guide to the
application of finite element mesh generation over 2d domains curved surfaces and 3d space organised according to the geometry and dimension of the problem
domains it develops from the basic meshing algorithms to the most advanced schemes to deal with problems with specific requirements such as boundary
conformity adaptive and anisotropic elements shape qualities and mesh optimization it sets out the fundamentals of popular techniques including delaunay
triangulation advancing front adf approach quadtree octree techniques refinement and optimization based strategies from the geometrical and the topological
aspects and their associated operations and inter relationships each approach is vividly described and illustrated with examples beyond the algorithms the book also
explores the practice of using metric tensor and surface curvatures for generating anisotropic meshes on parametric space it presents results from research
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including 3d anisotropic meshing mesh generation over unbounded domains meshing by means of intersection re meshing by delaunay adf approach mesh
refinement and optimization generation of hexahedral meshes and large scale and parallel meshing along with innovative unpublished meshing methods the author
provides illustrations of major meshing algorithms pseudo codes and programming codes in c or fortran geared toward research centers universities and
engineering companies finite element mesh generation describes mesh generation methods and fundamental techniques and also serves as a valuable reference for
laymen and experts alike

Grid and Cooperative Computing
2004-04-28

the two volume set lncs 3032 and lncs 3033 constitute the thoroughly refereed post proceedings of the second international workshop on grid and cooperative
computing gcc 2003 held in shanghai china in december 2003 the 176 full papers and 173 poster papers presented were carefully selected from a total of over 550
paper submissions during two rounds of reviewing and revision the papers are organized in topical sections on grid applications peer to peer computing grid
architectures grid middleware and toolkits security and services resource management scheduling and monitoring network communication and information
retrieval grid qos algorithms economic models and theoretical models of the grid semantic grid and knowledge grid remote data access storage and sharing and
computer supported cooperative work and cooperative middleware

Handbook of Software Solutions for ICME
2016-10-31

as one of the results of an ambitious project this handbook provides a well structured directory of globally available software tools in the area of integrated
computational materials engineering icme the compilation covers models software tools and numerical methods allowing describing electronic atomistic and
mesoscopic phenomena which in their combination determine the microstructure and the properties of materials it reaches out to simulations of component
manufacture comprising primary shaping forming joining coating heat treatment and machining processes models and tools addressing the in service behavior like
fatigue corrosion and eventually recycling complete the compilation an introductory overview is provided for each of these different modelling areas highlighting the
relevant phenomena and also discussing the current state for the different simulation approaches a must have for researchers application engineers and simulation
software providers seeking a holistic overview about the current state of the art in a huge variety of modelling topics this handbook equally serves as a reference
manual for academic and commercial software developers and providers for industrial users of simulation software and for decision makers seeking to optimize
their production by simulations in view of its sound introductions into the different fields of materials physics materials chemistry materials engineering and
materials processing it also serves as a tutorial for students in the emerging discipline of icme which requires a broad view on things and at least a basic education
in adjacent fields

Automatic Mesh Generation
1991
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written by authors at the forefront of modern algorithms research delaunay mesh generation demonstrates the power and versatility of delaunay meshers in tackling
complex geometric domains ranging from polyhedra with internal boundaries to piecewise smooth surfaces covering both volume and surface meshes the authors
fully explain how and why thes

Delaunay Mesh Generation
2016-04-19

what is mesh generation mesh generation is the practice of creating a mesh a subdivision of a continuous geometric space into discrete geometric and topological
cells often these cells form a simplicial complex usually the cells partition the geometric input domain mesh cells are used as discrete local approximations of the
larger domain meshes are created by computer algorithms often with human guidance through a gui depending on the complexity of the domain and the type of
mesh desired a typical goal is to create a mesh that accurately captures the input domain geometry with high quality well shaped cells and without so many cells as
to make subsequent calculations intractable the mesh should also be fine in areas that are important for the subsequent calculations how you will benefit i insights
and validations about the following topics chapter 1 mesh generation chapter 2 finite element method chapter 3 partial differential equation chapter 4
computational fluid dynamics chapter 5 numerical methods for partial differential equations chapter 6 elliptic partial differential equation chapter 7 finite difference
method chapter 8 numerical continuation chapter 9 finite volume method chapter 10 isogeometric analysis ii answering the public top questions about mesh
generation iii real world examples for the usage of mesh generation in many fields who this book is for professionals undergraduate and graduate students
enthusiasts hobbyists and those who want to go beyond basic knowledge or information for any kind of mesh generation

Mesh Generation
2024-05-04

the transnav 2013 symposium held at the gdynia maritime university poland in june 2013 has brought together a wide range of participants from all over the world
the program has offered a variety of contributions allowing to look at many aspects of the navigational safety from various different points of view topics presented
and discussed at the symposium were navigation safety at sea sea transportation education of navigators and simulator based training sea traffic engineering ship s
manoeuvrability integrated systems electronic charts systems satellite radio navigation and anti collision systems and many others this book is part of a series of
four volumes and provides an overview of transport and shipping and is addressed to scientists and professionals involved in research and development of
navigation safety of navigation and sea transportation

Mesh Generation
2010

the classic 1998 artech house book quick finite elements for electromagnetic waves has now been revised and expanded to bring you up to date with the latest
developments in the field you find brand new discussions on finite elements in 3d 3d resonant cavities and 3d waveguide devices moreover the second edition
supplies you with matlab code making this resource easier to comprehend and use for your projects in the field this practical book and accompanying software
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enables you to quickly and easily work out challenging microwave engineering and high frequency electromagnetic problems using the finite element method fem
using clear concise text and dozens of real world application examples the book provides a detailed description of fem implementation while the software provides
the code and tools needed to solve the three major types of em problems guided propagation scattering and radiation with this unique book and software set in hand
you can compute the dispersion diagram of arbitrarily shaped inhomogeneous isotropic lossless or lossy guiding structures analyze e and h plane waveguide
discontinuities and devices and understand the reflection from and transmission through simple 2d and 3d inhomogeneous periodic structures cd rom included easy
to use finite element software contains ready made matlab and fortran source code that you can use immediately to solve a wide range of microwave and em
problems the package is fully compatible with internet freeware so you can perform advanced engineering functions without having to purchase expensive pre and
post processing tools

Marine Navigation and Safety of Sea Transportation
2013-06-04

broadly organized around the applications of fourier analysis methods of applied mathematics with a matlab overview covers both classical applications in partial
differential equations and boundary value problems as well as the concepts and methods associated to the laplace fourier and discrete transforms transform
inversion problems are also examined along with the necessary background in complex variables a final chapter treats wavelets short time fourier analysis and
geometrically based transforms the computer program matlab is emphasized throughout and an introduction to matlab is provided in an appendix rich in examples
illustrations and exercises of varying difficulty this text can be used for a one or two semester course and is ideal for students in pure and applied mathematics
physics and engineering

Quick Finite Elements for Electromagnetic Waves
2009

this book includes a selection of articles from the 2019 world conference on information systems and technologies worldcist 19 held from april 16 to 19 at la toja
spain worldcist is a global forum for researchers and practitioners to present and discuss recent results and innovations current trends professional experiences and
challenges in modern information systems and technologies research together with their technological development and applications the book covers a number of
topics including a information and knowledge management b organizational models and information systems c software and systems modeling d software systems
architectures applications and tools e multimedia systems and applications f computer networks mobility and pervasive systems g intelligent and decision support
systems h big data analytics and applications i human computer interaction j ethics computers security k health informatics l information technologies in education
m information technologies in radiocommunications and n technologies for biomedical applications

Algorithms and Data Structures for Structured and Unstructured Grid Generation
1998

based on many years of research and teaching this book brings together all the important topics in linear vibration theory including failure models kinematics and
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modeling unstable vibrating systems rotordynamics model reduction methods and finite element methods utilizing truss beam membrane and solid elements it also
explores in detail active vibration control instability and modal analysis the book provides the modeling skills and knowledge required for modern engineering
practice plus the tools needed to identify formulate and solve engineering problems effectively

Methods of Applied Mathematics with a MATLAB Overview
2012-12-06

outlines and explains a recent computational method that solves free boundary problems by reducing them into a sequence of fixed boundary problems which are
relatively easy to solve numerically

Partial Differential Equation Toolbox 1
2006

numerical and analytical methods with matlab presents extensive coverage of the matlab programming language for engineers it demonstrates how the built in
functions of matlab can be used to solve systems of linear equations odes roots of transcendental equations statistical problems optimization problems control
systems problems and stress analysis problems these built in functions are essentially black boxes to students by combining matlab with basic numerical and
analytical techniques the mystery of what these black boxes might contain is somewhat alleviated this classroom tested text first reviews the essentials involved in
writing computer programs as well as fundamental aspects of matlab it next explains how matrices can solve problems of linear equations how to obtain the roots of
algebraic and transcendental equations how to evaluate integrals and how to solve various odes after exploring the features of simulink the book discusses curve
fitting optimization problems and pde problems such as the vibrating string unsteady heat conduction and sound waves the focus then shifts to the solution of
engineering problems via iteration procedures differential equations via laplace transforms and stress analysis problems via the finite element method the final
chapter examines control systems theory including the design of single input single output siso systems two courses in one textbook the first six chapters are
appropriate for a lower level course at the sophomore level the remaining chapters are ideal for a course at the senior undergraduate or first year graduate level
most of the chapters contain projects that require students to write a computer program in matlab that produces tables graphs or both many sample matlab
programs scripts in the text provide guidance on completing these projects

New Knowledge in Information Systems and Technologies
2019-03-29

the developments in mesh generation are usually driven by the needs of new applications and or novel algorithms the last decade has seen a renewed interest in
mesh generation and adaptation by the computational engineering community due to the challenges introduced by complex industrial problems another common
challenge is the need to handle complex geometries nowadays it is becoming obvious that geometry should be persistent throughout the whole simulation process
several methodologies that can carry the geometric information throughout the simulation stage are available but due to the novelty of these methods the
generation of suitable meshes for these techniques is still the main obstacle for the industrial uptake of this technology this book will cover different aspects of mesh
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generation and adaptation with particular emphasis on cutting edge mesh generation techniques for advanced discretisation methods and complex geometries

Vibration Theory and Applications with Finite Elements and Active Vibration Control
2016-01-11

numerical analytical and statistical computations are routine affairs for chemical engineers they usually prefer a single software to solve their computational
problems and at present matlab has emerged as a powerful computational language which is preferably used for this purpose due to its built in functions and
toolboxes considering the needs and convenience of the students the author has made an attempt to write this book which explains the various concepts of matlab in
a systematic way and makes its readers proficient in using matlab for computing it mainly focuses on the applications of matlab rather than its use in programming
basic numerical algorithms commencing with the introduction to matlab the text covers vector and matrix computations solution of linear and non linear equations
differentiation and integration and solution of ordinary and partial differential equations next analytical computations using the symbolic math toolbox and
statistical computations using the statistics and machine learning toolbox are explained finally the book describes various curve fitting techniques using the curve
fitting toolbox inclusion of all these advanced level topics in the book stands it out from the rest key features numerous worked out examples to enable the readers
understand the steps involved in solving the chemical engineering problems matlab codes to explain the computational techniques several snapshots to help the
readers understand the step by step procedures of using the toolboxes chapter end exercises including short answer questions and numerical problems appendix
comprising the definitions of some important and special matrices supplemented with solutions manual containing complete detailed solutions to the unsolved
analytical problems accessibility of selected colour figures including screenshots and results outputs of the programs cited in the text at phindia com pallab ghosh
target audience be b tech chemical engineering me m tech chemical engineering

Solving Free-boundary Problems with Applications in Finance
2008

stress strain and structural dynamics an interactive handbook of formulas solutions and matlab toolboxes second edition is the definitive reference to statics and
dynamics of solids and structures including mechanics of materials structural mechanics elasticity rigid body dynamics vibrations structural dynamics and structural
controls the book integrates the development of fundamental theories formulas and mathematical models with user friendly interactive computer programs that are
written in matlab this unique merger of technical reference and interactive computing provides instant solutions to a variety of engineering problems and in depth
exploration of the physics of deformation stress and motion by analysis simulation graphics and animation combines knowledge of solid mechanics with relevant
mathematical physics offering viable solution schemes covers new topics such as static analysis of space trusses and frames vibration analysis of plane trusses and
frames transfer function formulation of vibrating systems and more empowers readers to better integrate and understand the physical principles of classical
mechanics the applied mathematics of solid mechanics and computer methods includes a companion website that features matlab exercises for solving a wide range
of complex engineering analytical problems using closed solution methods to test against numerical and other open ended methods

Numerical and Analytical Methods with MATLAB
2009-08-11
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numerical methods and advanced simulation in biomechanics and biological processes covers new and exciting modeling methods to help bioengineers tackle
problems for which the finite element method is not appropriate the book covers a wide range of important subjects in the field of numerical methods applied to
biomechanics including bone biomechanics tissue and cell mechanics 3d printing computer assisted surgery and fluid dynamics modeling strategies technology and
approaches are continuously evolving as the knowledge of biological processes increases both theory and applications are covered making this an ideal book for
researchers students and r d professionals provides non conventional analysis methods for modeling covers the discrete element method dem particle methods pm
messless and meshfree methods mlmf agent based methods abm lattice boltzmann methods lbm and boundary integral methods bim includes contributions from
several world renowned experts in their fields compares pros and cons of each method to help you decide which method is most applicable to solving specific
problems

Mesh Generation and Adaptation
2022-05-18

software engineering for science provides an in depth collection of peer reviewed chapters that describe experiences with applying software engineering practices
to the development of scientific software it provides a better understanding of how software engineering is and should be practiced and which software engineering
practices are effective for scientific software the book starts with a detailed overview of the scientific software lifecycle and a general overview of the scientific
software development process it highlights key issues commonly arising during scientific software development as well as solutions to these problems the second
part of the book provides examples of the use of testing in scientific software development including key issues and challenges the chapters then describe solutions
and case studies aimed at applying testing to scientific software development efforts the final part of the book provides examples of applying software engineering
techniques to scientific software including not only computational modeling but also software for data management and analysis the authors describe their
experiences and lessons learned from developing complex scientific software in different domains about the editors jeffrey carver is an associate professor in the
department of computer science at the university of alabama he is one of the primary organizers of the workshop series on software engineering for science
se4science org workshops neil p chue hong is director of the software sustainability institute at the university of edinburgh his research interests include barriers
and incentives in research software ecosystems and the role of software as a research object george k thiruvathukal is professor of computer science at loyola
university chicago and visiting faculty at argonne national laboratory his current research is focused on software metrics in open source mathematical and scientific
software

NUMERICAL, SYMBOLIC AND STATISTICAL COMPUTING FOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERS USING
MATLAB
2018-09-01

structures and fracture ebook collection contains 5 of our best selling titles providing the ultimate reference for every structural engineer s library get access to
over 3000 pages of reference material at a fraction of the price of the hard copy books this cd contains the complete ebooks of the following 5 titles zerbst fitness for
service fracture assessment for structures 9780080449470 giurgiutiu structural health monitoring 9780120887606 fahy sound structural vibration 2nd edition
9780123736338 yang stress strain and structural dynamics 9780127877679 ravi chandar dynamic fracture 9780080443522 five fully searchable titles on one cd
providing instant access to the ultimate library of engineering materials for structural engineers and professionals 3000 pages of practical and theoretical structural
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dynamics and fracture information in one portable package incredible value at a fraction of the cost of the print books

Stress, Strain, and Structural Dynamics
2022-09-13

this book gives an introduction to the finite element method as a general computational method for solving partial differential equations approximately our approach
is mathematical in nature with a strong focus on the underlying mathematical principles such as approximation properties of piecewise polynomial spaces and
variational formulations of partial differential equations but with a minimum level of advanced mathematical machinery from functional analysis and partial
differential equations in principle the material should be accessible to students with only knowledge of calculus of several variables basic partial differential
equations and linear algebra as the necessary concepts from more advanced analysis are introduced when needed throughout the text we emphasize
implementation of the involved algorithms and have therefore mixed mathematical theory with concrete computer code using the numerical software matlab is and
its pde toolbox we have also had the ambition to cover some of the most important applications of finite elements and the basic finite element methods developed for
those applications including diffusion and transport phenomena solid and fluid mechanics and also electromagnetics

Numerical Methods and Advanced Simulation in Biomechanics and Biological Processes
2017-10-17

this book provides several applications of the finite element method fem for solving real world problems fem is a widely used technique for numerical simulations in
many areas of physics and engineering it has gained increased popularity over recent years for the solution of complex engineering and science problems fem is
now a powerful and popular numerical method for solving differential equations with flexibility in dealing with complex geometric domains and various boundary
conditions the method has a wide range of applications in various branches of engineering such as mechanical engineering thermal and fluid flows electromagnetics
business management and many others this book describes the development of fem and discusses and illustrates its specific applications

Software Engineering for Science
2016-11-03

this proceedings volume collects review articles that summarize research conducted at the munich centre of advanced computing mac from 2008 to 2012 the
articles address the increasing gap between what should be possible in computational science and engineering due to recent advances in algorithms hardware and
networks and what can actually be achieved in practice they also examine novel computing architectures where computation itself is a multifaceted process with
hardware awareness or ubiquitous parallelism due to many core systems being just two of the challenges faced topics cover both the methodological aspects of
advanced computing algorithms parallel computing data exploration software engineering and cutting edge applications from the fields of chemistry the
geosciences civil and mechanical engineering etc reflecting the highly interdisciplinary nature of the munich centre of advanced computing
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Structures and Fracture ebook Collection
2008-09-08

this book describes in detail the key algorithms needed for computing with spline functions and illustrates their use in solving several basic problems in numerical
analysis including function approximation numerical quadrature data fitting and the numerical solution of pde s the focus is on computational methods for bivariate
splines on triangulations in the plane and on the sphere although both univariate and tensor product splines are also discussed the book contains numerous
examples and figures to illustrate the methods and their performance all of the algorithms in the book have been coded in a separate matlab package available for
license the package can be used to run all of the examples in the book and also provides readers with the essential tools needed to create software for their own
applications in addition to the included bibliography a list of over 100 pages of additional references can be found on the book s website

The Finite Element Method: Theory, Implementation, and Applications
2013-01-13

a practical and concise guide to finite difference and finite element methods well tested matlab codes are available online

Mesh Generation
2008

these proceedings collect the major part of the lectures given at enu math2003 the european conference on numerical mathematics and ad vanced applications held
in prague czech republic from 18 august to 22 august 2003 the importance of numerical and computational mathematics and sci entific computing is permanently
growing there is an increasing number of different research areas where numerical simulation is necessary let us men tion fluid dynamics continuum mechanics
electromagnetism phase transi tion cosmology medicine economics finance etc the success of applications of numerical methods is conditioned by changing its basic
instruments and looking for new appropriate techniques adapted to new problems as well as new computer architectures the enumath conferences were established
in order to provide a fo rum for discussion of current topics of numerical mathematics they seek to convene leading experts and young scientists with special
emphasis on con tributions from europe recent results and new trends are discussed in the analysis of numerical algorithms as well as in their applications to
challenging scientific and industrial problems the first enumath conference was organized in paris in 1995 then the series continued by the conferences in
heidelberg 1997 jyvaskyla 1999 and ischia porto 2001 it was a great pleasure and honour for the czech numerical community that it was decided at ischia porto to
organize the enumath2003 in prague it was the first time when this conference crossed the former iron courtain and was organized in a postsocialist country

International Aerospace Abstracts
1999

this book is an attempt to develop a guide for the user who is interested in learning the method by doing there is enough discussion of some of the basic theory so
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that the user can get a broad understanding of the process and there are many examples with step by step instructions for the user to quickly develop some
proficiency in using fea we have used matlab and its pde toolbox for the examples in this text the syntax and the modeling process are easy to understand and a new
user can become productive very quickly the pde toolbox just like any other commercial software can solve certain classes of problems well but is not capable of
solving every type of problem for example it can solve linear problems but is not capable of handling non linear problems being aware of the capabilities of any tool
is an important lesson for the user and we have with this book tried to highlight that lesson as well

Finite Element Methods and Their Applications
2021-11-17

a large international conference on advances in machine learning and systems engineering was held in uc berkeley california usa october 20 22 2009 under the
auspices of the world congress on engineering and computer science wcecs 2009 machine learning and systems engineering contains forty six revised and extended
research articles written by prominent researchers participating in the conference topics covered include expert system intelligent decision making knowledge
based systems knowledge extraction data analysis tools computational biology optimization algorithms experiment designs complex system identification
computational modeling and industrial applications machine learning and systems engineering offers the state of the art of tremendous advances in machine
learning and systems engineering and also serves as an excellent reference text for researchers and graduate students working on machine learning and systems
engineering

Los Alamos Science
2000

this volume contains the articles presented at the 16th international meshing roundtable imr organized in part by sandia national laboratories and held in seattle
washington u s a in october 2007 the volume presents recent results of mesh generation and adaptation which has applications to finite element simulation it
introduces theoretical and novel ideas with practical potential

Advanced Computing
2013-09-26

rd this book presents a collection of selected contributions presented at the 3 international workshop on scientific computing in electrical engineering scee 2000
which took place in warnemiinde germany from august 20 to 23 2000 nearly hundred scientists and engineers from thirteen countries gathered in warnemiinde to
participate in the conference rostock univer sity the oldest university in northern europe founded in 1419 hosted the conference this workshop followed two earlier
workshops held 1997 at the darmstadt university of technology and 1998 at weierstrass institute for applied anal ysis and stochastics in berlin under the auspices
ofthe german mathematical society these workshops aimed at bringing together two scientific communi ties applied mathematicians and electrical engineers who do
research in the field of scientific computing in electrical engineering this of course is a wide field which is why it was decided to concentrate on selected major
topics the workshop in darmstadt which was organized by michael giinther from the mathematics department and ursula van rienen from the department of
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electrical engineering and information technology brought together more than hundred scientists interested in numerical methods for the simulation of circuits and
electromagnetic fields this was a great success voices coming from the participants suggested that it was time to bring these communities together in order to get
to know each other to discuss mutual interests and to start cooperative work a collection of selected contributions appeared in surveys on mathematics for industry
vol 8 no 3 4 and vol 9 no 2 1999

Spline Functions
2015-01-01

the aim of ieccs 2005 which was held in may 2005 was to bring together leading scientists of the international computer science community and to attract original
research papers this volume in the lecture series on computer and computational sciences contains the extended abstracts of the presentations the topics covered
included but were not limited to numerical analysis scientific computation computational mathematics mathematical software programming techniques and
languages parallel algorithms and its applications symbolic and algebraic manipulation analysis of algorithms problem complexity mathematical logic formal
languages data structures data bases information systems artificial intelligence expert systems simulation and modeling computer graphics software engineering
image processing computer applications hardware computer systems organization software data theory of computation mathematics of computing information
systems computing methodologies computer applications and computing milieu

Numerical Solution of Differential Equations
2017-11-30

Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications
2012-12-06

An Introduction to Finite Element Analysis Using Matlab Tools
2023-03-23

92-2926 - 92-2954
1992
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Machine Learning and Systems Engineering
2010-10-05

Adaptive Triangular Mesh Generation
1995

Proceedings of the 16th International Meshing Roundtable
2007-10-01

Scientific Computing in Electrical Engineering
2012-12-06

International e-Conference on Computer Science (IeCCS 2005)
2019-05-20
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